We need your help – please take photos at TBR Events, School activities and Social gatherings this
September and October. They will be shared with our congregation on our new website!
We can’t wait to see our community through your eyes!

The photos chosen to be used on the temple’s website will illustrate the story of who we are as a congregation and provide a glimpse
into the varying activities for which we gather as an inclusive and welcoming community. We realize that our website may likely be
our first introduction to potential new members and students so please use the following guidelines when taking photos of TBR
events so we can gather a wonderful variety of memorable photos:
1. Horizontal, wide or landscaped shots are especially needed ASAP for use in the new website design which calls for horizontal banner photos
on each page. Vertical shots are necessary for other pages so take the photo and share it!
2. Photos taken with a smart phone need to be submitted in full resolution (large) when being shared in order to have crisp, clear results when
posted on the website.
3. Photos need to be at least 1280x920 at 300 dpi. Most phones meet this minimum and a good camera will exceed them.
4. Compose shots that tell a story about the particular event – adults or children participating in creation, effort or celebration for a purpose.
Include the "props" that help tell the story, e.g. kids playing games at a Purim carnival, a speaker gesticulating at a podium, the rabbi or cantor
interacting with one or more people during one of their classes, cooks serving hot dogs at the bbq to smiling faces, etc.
Minimize taking shots of groups of people hugging or laughing that don't include a background which describes the event because these photos
will not be telling an active story about our temple to prospective members who visit our new website. We still need some of those smiling
group shots, but not exclusively!
5. If you take a photo that you aren’t sure meets our criteria, please send it anyway!

Please submit your photos to David@arkhammedia.com ASAP after an event! THANK YOU!

